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ABSTRACT
A targeting jig apparatus for targeting interlocking holes of an intramedullary nail. The targeting jig includes a support-arm extending substantially parallel to the intramedullary nail. A targeting mechanism including a pair of targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices is adjustably secured on the support arm for aligning the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice with the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail. The targeting mechanism includes a saddle having a U-shape including a base and parallel legs that are slidable along the support arm. A connection mechanism includes a horizontal slot on the support arm aligned with a vertical slot on the targeting mechanism and a pivot screw extending through the slots for facilitating adjustment of the targeting mechanism relative to the support arm.
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ADJUSTABLE JIG AND METHOD FOR TARGETING INTERLOCKING HOLES OF AN INTRAMEDULLARY NAIL

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

This invention was made with Government support under contract numbers W81XWH0720119 and W81XWH1120128 awarded by the United States Army Medical Research Acquisition Activity. The Government has certain rights in this invention.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention
   A targeting jig apparatus for targeting interlocking holes of an intramedullary nail.

2. Description of the Prior Art
   It is well known in the art to use intramedullary nails to stabilize bone fractures. The intramedullary nail is inserted into the medullary canal of the bone across the fracture site in order to align the bone fragments with one another and prevent the bone fragments from being displaced during healing. The intramedullary nail typically includes interlocking holes at the distal and proximal ends of the nail that are in alignment with holes drilled into the bone of the patient. Tightening screws are threaded through the holes in the bone of the patient and pass through the interlocking holes to hold the bone fragments in place. A common difficulty in the art relates to locating a bone drill-guide with the interlocking holes in the intramedullary nail, particularly at the end of the nail remote to the incision and after implantation into the bone of the patient.

Adjustable targeting jigs are well known in the art for locating the bone drill-guide with the interlocking holes in the nail prior to implantation of the intramedullary nail, such that after implantation the holes are located. One such adjustable jig is disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,667,664 and includes a support-arm extending along a support-arm axis from a support-arm proximal end to a support-arm distal end and spaced from and substantially parallel to the intramedullary nail. A targeting mechanism is disposed on the support-arm for adjustment of the targeting mechanism relative to the support-arm and defining a targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice for aligning the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail.

Known problems with the current art are that the means for adjustment of the targeting jig are generally complicated leading to increased costs and difficulties in use.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The subject invention provides such a targeting jig apparatus wherein the targeting mechanism includes a saddle having a U-shape including a base and parallel legs slidable along the support-arm and a connection mechanism interconnecting the legs of the saddle and the support-arm for adjusting the targeting mechanism relative to the support-arm and for aligning the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail.

The subject invention also provides for a method of targeting interlocking holes of an intramedullary nail using a targeting jig apparatus including the step of sliding the targeting mechanism relative to the support-arm parallel to the support-arm axis and along a vertical axis extending perpendicular to the base of the saddle and rotating the targeting mechanism relative to the support-arm about an adjustment axis extending through the legs of the targeting mechanism by the connection mechanism to provide for coarse alignment of one of the drill-guide orifices with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail.

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION

Thus several advantages of one or more aspects of the invention are that the targeting jig allows for adjustment in three degrees of freedom while being comprised of very few parts leading to an inexpensive, easy to assemble and easy to operate jig that can accommodate a wide range of intramedullary nails.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Other advantages of the present invention will be readily appreciated, as the same becomes better understood by reference to the following detailed description when considered in connection with the accompanying drawings wherein:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the apparatus of the first enabling embodiment;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the support leg, nail guide, intramedullary nail, and nail-locking rod with the nail-locking rod and intramedullary nail disconnected from the assembly;

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of the support-arm and support-leg of the first enabling embodiment with the support-arm disconnected from the support-leg;

FIG. 4 is an exploded view of the intramedullary nail, support arm and targeting mechanism of the first enabling embodiment;

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view of the support arm and targeting mechanism taken along 5-5 of FIG. 1; and

FIG. 6 is a partially exploded perspective view of the second enabling embodiment.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE ENABLING EMBODIMENTS

Referring to the Figures, wherein like numerals indicate corresponding parts throughout the several views, a targeting jig apparatus 20 for targeting interlocking holes 22, 24 of an intramedullary nail 26 is generally shown.

The targeting jig apparatus 20 includes a support-arm 28 that has a rectangular cross-section and defines a support-arm upper face 30, a support-arm lower face 32, a support-arm front face 34 and a support-arm rear face 36. The support-arm 28 extends along a support-arm axis A from a support-arm proximal end 38 that defines a support-arm proximal face 40 to a support-arm distal end 42 that defines a support-arm distal face 44. It should be appreciated that the support-arm 28 could have other cross sections with corresponding alternate faces.

A support-leg 62 that has a rectangular cross section engages the support-arm 28 adjacent the support-arm proximal end 38 and includes a support-leg proximal face 46, a support-leg distal face 48, and a support-leg upper face 50. The support-leg 62 extends perpendicularly from the support-arm axis A along a support-leg axis B from a support-leg front end 64 that defines a support-leg front face 52 to a support-leg rear end 66 that defines a support-leg rear face 54. It should be appreciated that the support-leg 62 could also have other cross sections with corresponding alternate faces.

The support-leg 62 further defines a support-leg bore 68 extending parallel to the support-arm axis A from the support-leg proximal face 46 to the support-leg distal face 48 adjacent
the support-leg rear end 66. A support-leg slot 70 extends through the support-leg bore 68 parallel to the support-leg upper face 50 and divides the support-leg bore 68 to present a first semi-cylindrical surface 72 and a second semi-cylindrical surface 74. A nail-guide 76 is partially disposed in the support-leg bore 68. The nail-guide 76 has a cylindrical shape and extends parallel to the support-arm axis A from a nail-guide proximal end 78 to a nail-guide distal end 80, and the nail-guide 76 defines a nail-guide bore 82 extending from the nail-guide proximal end 78 to the nail-guide distal end 80. Further, a locking tab 84 extend from the nail-guide distal end 80.

The support-leg 62 further defines a threaded nail-guide tightening screw bore 86 that extends along a tightening screw bore axis C from the support-leg upper face 50 and through the support-leg slot 70 adjacent the support-leg rear face 54. A nail-guide tightening screw 88 threaded engages the nail-guide tightening screw bore 86 for drawing the semi-cylindrical surfaces 72, 74 towards each other to clamp the nail-guide 76 to the support-leg 62. It should be appreciated that the support leg bore 62 can receive nail-guides 76 of various sizes to provide for the use of various sized and shaped intramedullary nails 26.

The intramedullary nail 26 extends from a nail distal end 90 to a nail proximal end 92, wherein the nail proximal end 92 defines a locking slot 94 for receiving the locking tab 84 of the nail-guide 76 to couple the intramedullary nail 26 and the nail-guide 76 at a predetermined orientation corresponding to the position of the locking tab 84 and locking slot 94. It should be appreciated that more or fewer locking slots 94 and tabs 84 with various shapes could be used. The intramedullary nail 26 further defines a threaded nail bore 96 extending into the intramedullary nail 26 from the nail proximal end 92. Additionally, the intramedullary nail 26 defines a nail outer surface 98 that defines a pair of threaded proximal end interlocking holes 22 adjacent the nail proximal end 92 and a pair of threaded distal end interlocking holes 24 adjacent the nail distal end 90 for receiving a tightening screw. It should be appreciated that more or fewer interlocking holes 22, 24 could be on the nail at various locations of the intramedullary nail 26. Two skeletal fixation systems including improvements related to the interlocking holes and tightening screws are disclosed in Ser. Nos. 12/90172 and 12/818395. It should be appreciated that the subject invention can be used in conjunction with or without the systems disclosed in the aforementioned U.S. patent applications. A threaded nail-locking rod 108 extends through the nail-guide bore 82 and threadedly engages the nail bore 96 for securing the nail-guide 76 to the intramedullary nail 26. It should be appreciated that intramedullary nails 26 of various sizes and shapes could be used with the targeting jig apparatus 20.

The support-arm 28 further defines at least one support-arm drill-guide passage 110 having a rectangular shape that extends from the support-arm front face 34 to the support-arm rear face 36 at a location adjacent the support-arm lower face 32. It should be appreciated that any quantity of drill-guide passages 110 with various shapes and sizes could be defined at different locations of the support-arm 28. However, the support-arm drill-guide passages 110 should be aligned with the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26.

At least one targeting mechanism 114, 116 is adjustable disposed on the support-arm 28. The targeting mechanism 114, 116 includes a saddle 118 that has a U-shape defining a base 120 that is movably spaced from the support-arm upper face 30, a front leg 122 that is slidable along the support-arm front face 34 and a rear leg 124 that is slidable along the support-arm rear face 36. The front and rear legs 122, 124 of the targeting mechanism 114, 116 each define a pair of the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices 126. The targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices 126 are each smaller than the arm drill-guide passage 110 such that the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices 126 can be aligned with the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26 without being blocked by the support-arm 28 after adjustment of the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28. A drill-guide cylinder 128 is for slidably extending through one of the targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices 126 and one of the drill-guide orifices for alignment with one of the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26 for tightening fixed screws into the holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26. The base 120 of the saddle 118 defines a pair of threaded vertical-adjustment screw bores 158 extending parallel to the tightening screw bore axis C through the body 120 of the saddle 118 along a vertical axis E and a pair of vertical-adjustment screws 106 threadedly extend through the vertical-adjustment screw bores 158 and engage the support-arm 28 for fine adjustment of the distal end targeting mechanism 114 relative to the support-arm 28 parallel to the vertical axis E.

A connection mechanism 130 for connecting the targeting mechanism 114, 116 and the support-arm 28 and for adjusting the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28 defines a horizontal-adjustment slot 132 that extends from the support-arm front face 34 to the support-arm rear face 36 adjacent the support-arm upper face 30. The connection mechanism 130 further defines a vertical-adjustment slot 134 defined by the frontal leg 122 and the rear leg 124 of the at least one targeting mechanism 114, 116 for alignment with the horizontal-adjustment slot 132 of the support-arm 28 on an adjustment axis D. The connection mechanism 130 also includes a pivot screw 100 that extends along the adjustment axis D through the vertical-adjustment slots 134 of the targeting mechanism 114, 116 and the horizontal-adjustment slot 132 of the support-arm 28 for facilitating adjustment of the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28 in directions parallel to the support-arm axis A and parallel to the tightening screw bore axis C and for rotational about the adjustment axis D. The connection mechanism 130 further including a nut 136 threadedly engaging the pivot screws 100 for fastening the targeting mechanism 114, 116 to the support-arm 28 at a desired position.

In a first enabling embodiment as best shown in FIGS. 1-5, the support-arm drill-guide passage 110 is defined at a location adjacent the support-arm distal end 42. The support-arm 28 further defines a support-arm proximal bore 138 that extends parallel to the support-leg axis B from the support-arm front face 34 to the support-arm rear face 36 at a location adjacent the support-arm proximal end 38. The support-leg 62 further defines a threaded support-leg front face bore 140 and a pair of support-leg dowel bores 142 extending parallel to the support-leg axis B into the support-leg 62 from the support-leg front face 52. A pair of support-arm dowels 144 extend parallel to the support-leg axis B from the support-arm rear face 36 adjacent the support-arm proximal end 38 for fitting into the support-leg dowel bores 142 for aligning the support-arm 28 and support-leg 62 at a fixed orientation. Further, a support-leg engagement screw 102 extends through the support-arm proximal bore 138 and threadedly engages the support-leg front face bore 140 of the support-leg 62 for securing the support-leg front face 52 to the support-arm rear face 36.

Additionally, in the first enabling embodiment, the targeting mechanism 114, 116 is a distal end targeting mechanism 114 disposed on the support-arm 28 adjacent the support-arm
The base 120 and legs 122, 124 of the distal end targeting mechanism 114 define a targeting mechanism distal face 56. The targeting mechanism distal face 56 defines a pair of threaded targeting mechanism bores 146 each extending parallel to the support-arm axis A through the distal end targeting mechanism 114 from the targeting mechanism distal face 56. An axial-adjustment support 148 having a rectangular cross section extends from an axial-adjustment support proximal face 58 that engages the targeting mechanism distal face 56 to an axial-adjustment support distal face 60. The axial-adjustment support 148 defines a pair of support-screw bores 150 and a threaded axial-adjustment screw bore 152, each extending through the axial-adjustment support 148 from the axial-adjustment support proximal face 58 to the axial-adjustment support distal face 60. A pair of support-screws 154 each extend through one of the support-screw bores 150 and threaded engage one of the targeting mechanism bores 146 for securing the axial-adjustment support 148 to the targeting mechanism 114. Further, an axial-adjustment screw 104 threaded extends through the axial-adjustment screw bore 152 and abuts the support-arm distal face 44 for fine adjustment parallel to the support-arm axis A of the distal end targeting mechanism 114 relative to the support-arm 28.

In a second enabling embodiment as best shown in FIG. 6, the support-arm drill-guide passage 110 extends from a location adjacent the support-arm distal end 42 to a location adjacent the support-arm proximal end 38. Further, the support-leg 62 defines a support-leg front bore 160 extending parallel to the support-arm axis A from the support-leg proximal face 46 to the support-leg distal face 48 adjacent the support-leg front end 64. The support-arm 28 defines a pair of support-arm dowel bores 162 and a threaded support-arm proximal end bore 164, each extending parallel to the support-arm axis A into the support-arm 28 from the support-arm proximal face 40. A pair of support-leg dowels 166 extend parallel to the support-arm axis A from the support-leg distal face 48 adjacent the support-leg front end 64 for fitting into the support-arm dowel bores 162. A support-leg engagement screw 102 extends through the support-leg front end bore 160 and threaded engages the support-arm proximal end bore 164 for securing the support-leg distal face 48 to the support-arm proximal face 40. It should be appreciated that other means for attaching the support-arm 28 and support-leg 62 could be used.

Additionally, in the second enabling embodiment, a proximal end targeting mechanism 116 is disposed on the support-arm 28 adjacent the support-arm proximal end 38 and a distal end targeting mechanism 114 is disposed on the support-arm 28 adjacent the support-arm distal end 42. It should be appreciated that a number of targeting mechanisms 114, 116 could be used on the jig.

A method for targeting interlocking holes 22, 24 of an intramedullary nail 26 using a targeting jig apparatus 20 is also included. The method begins with the step of inserting the pivot screw 100 through the vertical-adjustment slots 134 of the targeting mechanism 114, 116 and the horizontal-adjustment slot 132 of the support-arm 28. The method proceeds with a coarse alignment step for coarse alignment of at least one of the drill guide passages 110, 112 and drill-guide cylinder 128 with one of the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26. The coarse alignment step includes sliding the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28 in directions parallel to the support-arm axis A and parallel to the vertical axis E and rotating the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28 about the adjustment axis D by the pivot screw 100 such that the drill-guide cylinder 128 is substantially aligned with one of the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26.

The method proceeds with a fine alignment step for fine alignment of at least one of the drill guide passages 110, 112 and drill-guide cylinder 128 with one of the interlocking holes 22, 24 of the intramedullary nail 26. The step includes adjusting the axial-adjustment screw 104 for moving the targeting mechanism 114 relative to the support-arm 28 in a direction parallel to the support-arm axis A. The step proceeds with adjusting the vertical-adjustment screw 106 for moving the targeting mechanism 114, 116 relative to the support-arm 28 in a direction parallel to the vertical axis E.

The method proceeds with threadedly securing the nut 136 to the pivot screw 100 for fastening the targeting mechanism 114, 116 to the support-arm 28.

Obviously, many modifications and variations of the present invention are possible in light of the above teachings and may be practiced otherwise than as specifically described while within the scope of the appended claims. The use of the word "said" in the apparatus claims refers to an antecedent that is a positive recitation meant to be included in the coverage of the claims whereas the word "the" precedes a word not meant to be included in the coverage of the claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A targeting jig apparatus for targeting interlocking holes of an intramedullary nail comprising:
   a support-arm extending along a support-arm axis from a support-arm proximal end to a support-arm distal end for being spaced from and substantially parallel to the intramedullary nail,
   said support-arm defining a first adjustment slot,
   at least one targeting mechanism disposed on said support-arm and defining at least one targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice for being aligned with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail,
   said at least one targeting mechanism including a saddle having a U-shape including a base and parallel legs slidable along said support-arm,
   each of said legs of said saddle defining a second adjustment slot for alignment with said first adjustment slot of said support-arm along an adjustment axis, and
   a connection mechanism interconnecting said legs of said saddle and said support-arm for said adjustment of said targeting mechanism relative to said support-arm and for aligning of said at least one targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail,

2. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said first adjustment slot in said support-arm is a horizontal adjustment slot and said second adjustment slot in each of said legs of said saddle is a vertical adjustment slot.

3. The apparatus as set forth in claim 2 wherein said connection mechanism further includes a pivot screw extending along said adjustment axis through said vertical-adjustment slots and said horizontal-adjustment slot for facilitating said adjustment of said targeting mechanism relative to said support-arm and said adjustment of said targeting mechanism being perpendicular to said base of said saddle along a vertical axis and parallel to said support-arm axis and for rotation about said adjustment axis.

4. The apparatus as set forth in claim 3 wherein said connection mechanism further includes a nut threadedly engaging said pivot screw for fastening said targeting mechanism to said support-arm.

5. The apparatus as set forth in claim 3 wherein said body of said saddle defines a pair of vertical-adjustment screw
bores having threads and extending through said body of said saddle to define said vertical axis.

6. The apparatus as set forth in claim 5 wherein a pair of vertical-adjustment screws threadedly extend through said vertical-adjustment screw bores and engage said support-arm for fine adjustment of said distal end targeting mechanism relative to said support-arm parallel to said vertical axis.

7. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said support-arm defines a support-arm upper face and a support-arm front face and a support-arm rear face and said base of said saddle is movably spaced from said support-arm upper face and said parallel legs of said targeting mechanism include a front leg slidible along said support-arm front face and a rear leg slidible along said support-arm rear face.

8. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said front leg and said rear leg of said targeting mechanism each define a pair of said targeting mechanism drill-guide orifices.

9. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said at least one targeting mechanism is a distal end targeting mechanism disposed on said support-arm adjacent said support-arm distal end.

10. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said at least one targeting mechanism is a proximal end targeting mechanism disposed on said support-arm adjacent said support-arm proximal end.

11. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said support-arm defines at least one arm drill-guide passage extending from said support-arm front face to said support-arm rear face.

12. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said arm drill guide passage has a rectangular shape.

13. The apparatus as set forth in claim 1 wherein said arm drill-guide passage extends from a location adjacent said support-arm distal end to a location adjacent said support-arm proximal end.

14. A targeting jig apparatus for targeting interlocking holes of an intramedullary nail comprising:
   a support-arm extending along a support-arm axis from a support-arm proximal end to a support-arm distal end for being spaced from and substantially parallel to the intramedullary nail,
   at least one targeting mechanism disposed on said support-arm and defining at least one targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice for being aligned with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail,
   said at least one targeting mechanism including a saddle having a U-shape including a base and parallel legs slidable along said support-arm,
   said at least one targeting mechanism being a distal end targeting mechanism disposed on said support-arm adjacent said support-arm distal end,
   said base and legs of said distal end targeting mechanism defining a targeting mechanism distal face defining a pair of targeting mechanism bores having threads each extending parallel to said support-arm axis through said distal targeting mechanism from said targeting mechanism distal face, and a connection mechanism interconnecting said legs of said saddle and said support-arm for said adjustment of said targeting mechanism relative to said support-arm and for aligning of said at least one targeting mechanism drill-guide orifice with one of the interlocking holes of the intramedullary nail.

15. The apparatus as set forth in claim 14 wherein said distal end targeting mechanism further includes an axial-adjustment support having a rectangular cross section and extending from an axial-adjustment support proximal face engaging said targeting mechanism distal face to an axial-adjustment support distal face.

16. The apparatus as set forth in claim 15 wherein said axial-adjustment support defines a pair of support-screw bores and an axial-adjustment screw bore having threads each extending through said axial-adjustment support from said axial-adjustment support proximal face to said axial-adjustment support distal face.

17. The apparatus as set forth in claim 16 wherein a pair of support-screws each extend through one of said support-screw bores and threadedly engage one of said targeting mechanism bores for securing said axial-adjustment support to said targeting mechanism.

18. The apparatus as set forth in claim 17 wherein an axial-adjustment screw threadedly extends through said axial-adjustment screw bore and abuts said support-arm distal face for fine adjustment parallel to said support-arm axis of said distal portion targeting mechanism relative to said support-arm.

* * * * *